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Introduction
Better batteries are critical to the world’s clean energy 

future. Achieving more economical and efficient rechargeable 
energy storage (<$125 kilowatt-hour1) would enable long-range 

electric vehicles (EVs) to economically compete with gasoline 
cars,2 a key step in electrifying transportation and reducing 
the transportation sector’s 1/4 share of U.S. CO2 emissions.3 
Improved energy storage can help balance an intermittent elec-
tricity load, allowing more intermittent renewable energy gen-
eration sources to come online.4 Improving battery technology 
is instrumental to achieving these goals.

Rechargeable, energy-dense batteries were made possible in 
1991, with the introduction of lithium-ion batteries by Sony.5 
The lithium-ion battery’s rechargeable nature and eventual 
higher energy density allowed for the design, manufacture, and 
sale of entirely new classes of devices. Based on this energy 
density, lithium-ion batteries are the current battery technol-
ogy of choice for EVs and most consumer electronics.6 Further 
improving lithium-ion battery performance is a crucial enabler 
to achieve the outlined sustainability goals.
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DISCUSSION POINTS
	•	 	This	paper	focuses	on	improving	the	commercialization	

success	rates	for	battery	startups.	How	does	Tesla’s	investments	
in	a	battery	Gigafactory	relate	to	the	points	in	the	paper?

	•	 	The	pharmaceutical	industry	struggles	with	declining	research	
productivity	(defined	as	the	number	of	new	drugs	per	input	
research	dollar).	How	does	this	affect	the	authors’	proposals?
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Introduction to lithium-ion batteries

Since this commercial introduction 25 years ago, both indus-
trial and academic researchers have conducted an impressive 
amount of work on lithium-ion battery chemistries. Encourag-
ingly, lithium-ion battery energy storage has steadily increased, 
while costs have steadily decreased over the last 25 years. These 
benefits stem from consistent improvements in manufacturing, 
design, safety, and chemistry. Figure 1 shows this trend, with 
gravimetric energy density on the y-axis and volumetric energy 
density on the x-axis.7,8 The figure shows steady but incremen-
tal progress over the last 20+ years, with an average gravimetric 
energy density increase of 4% per year. The concurrent decrease 
of cost per kilowatt-hour is shown on the right of Fig. 1.9–11 
Lithium-ion batteries for EVs have recently shown an even 
faster reduction in cost, as they have moved from a niche appli-
cation to a mass-manufactured commodity product.12

Limitations of current battery commercialization model

Large chemical companies and battery manufacturers have 
historically led lithium-ion battery commercialization, yet this 
state of affairs has significant limitations. The incremental 
enhancements in lithium-ion cell capacity delivered by multina-
tional chemical companies fall dramatically short of consumer 
demands.13,14 One reason for these shortcomings is that original 
equipment manufacturers (OEMs) tend to put significant price 
pressure on battery suppliers, with little regard for innovation. 
Second, in the age of activist investors and market consolidation 
(see: Dow/DuPont merger), Wall Street pressures on earnings 
result in R&D budgets being squeezed so that only the most 
market-ready (incremental) approaches are explored, limiting 
the likelihood of step-change improvements.

The traditional commercialization model also hinders U.S. 
competitiveness. Because most battery manufacturers are in Asia, 

the economic benefit of U.S. battery research advances tends to 
be absorbed by these foreign manufacturers. Conversely, small 
U.S. companies and startups are challenged by the tight-margin, 
commoditized, large volume battery business. This situation 
leads to a U.S. battery commercialization gap, with a dearth of 
U.S. companies commercializing U.S. battery research gains. 
The technology transfer literature has established that both policy 
and market drivers impact innovation pathways.15,16 As such, 
we examine both the policy and market factors that hinder U.S. 
competitiveness.

Comparisons to pharmaceutical industry

The pharmaceutical industry has many characteristics 
similar to the battery industry, such as high technology risk, 
long timelines to success, and large capital requirements. 
Wall Street pressures have also squeezed big pharmaceutical 
R&D programs.17 However, unlike the battery industry, the 
pharmaceutical industry has a vibrant commercialization 
ecosystem, with a healthy pipeline of startup companies 
developing new drugs and a variety of different sized indus-
try players enhancing market competition.17 This enables 
more drugs to be explored, come to market, and ultimately 
help more patients, all while producing economic growth. 
This paper examines the particulars of both the pharmaceu-
tical and battery industries to inform proposals for the latter 
via the success of the former. We provide tailored proposals 
to the battery industry’s key stakeholders (startups, large 
manufacturers, investors, and policy makers) to improve 
commercialization outcomes. By fostering a more successful 
commercialization pathway for startups and small compa-
nies, we hope to encourage more entrepreneurial activity 
that can lead to critically important improvements in battery 
technology.

Figure 1. Over the last 20+ years, lithium-ion battery gravimetric and volumetric energy density have gradually improved, while over the last 20+ 
years, consumer electronics lithium-ion battery cost per kilowatt-hour has steadily decreased.10,11
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Materials innovation is notoriously difficult
Commercializing new materials, both inside and outside the 

battery space, is notoriously challenging. This is true both for 
big companies and startups, but we will focus on startups in this 
report given the authors’ focus and expertise. We analyzed a 
sample of 36 representative startups from the battery technol-
ogy space that have received greater than $500k in funding and 
were founded after 1995, as shown in Fig. 2.18 Of these, only two 
have had positive exits, with returned capital that was greater 
than the invested capital (greater than 1× return). Only 17 of the 
others reached early commercialization, as indicated by pilot-
scale manufacturing or key corporate partnership deals; they 
required an average of 8 years to do so.

The challenges to battery commercialization that lead to 
these high failure rates include high upfront capital require-
ments, intellectual property (IP) barriers, and long timelines to 
success. These challenges derive from entrepreneurs needing 
to close the R&D gap from a university lab-scale technology to 
a technology that is compatible with battery manufacturing 
techniques, while simultaneously exceeding multiple industry 
benchmarks. The R&D pathway to pilot-scale battery manufac-
turing requires expensive labs, specialized workers, and 4–8 years 
of work.20 Further, to be considered meaningful by battery 
manufacturers and potential customers, cycle life data must be 
taken for months at a time. With such long iteration cycles, 
there are few opportunities to de-risk the technology in a mean-
ingful way and progress takes longer to achieve. In addition, for 
a new material to be attractive to the market, it must match 
or exceed industry benchmarks across several key metrics (cycle 
life, energy density, electrode loading, etc.) simultaneously. 
These technical challenges remain formidable.

Characteristics specific to the battery market also make starting 
a U.S.-based small company daunting. Most importantly, the big-
gest target battery applications (consumer electronics, electric 
cars) have highly competitive, commoditized markets with only 
∼5% operating margins over the last two years.21 OEMs put tre-
mendous pressure on battery suppliers to reduce prices. Addition-
ally, there are a limited number of battery redox materials found to 
date that have properties suitable for battery operation. As a result, 
the permutations of battery materials available in the near future 
are limited, adding to the commoditization of the industry. With 
such slim margins, scale is critical to make the economics work 
profitably, and reaching scale is both time and capital-intensive.

Another challenge to U.S. startups is that major battery manu-
facturers are predominately located in Asia with cheaper manu-
facturing capabilities.22 Since protecting IP is more challenging 
in many parts of Asia, trade secrets and opacity characterize the 
industry.23 With such secrecy about the metrics and challenges of 
the industry, it is difficult for startups to address pain points with 
appropriate specificity for battery manufacturers.

Due to the low expected profitability created by these chal-
lenges, venture investment in the battery sector is commen-
surately low. Recent underperformance of energy materials 
companies indicates that this hesitancy is appropriate. Figure 2 
shows the low returns for energy materials companies and 
resultant venture investment declines over the last 10 years.19 
Energy companies focused on materials/chemicals/processes 
(a parent category of battery startups) have returned only $123M 
for $764M (∼16%) invested over the 2004–2014 period (in 
other words, investors lost 84% of their invested capital).19 
As a result of this poor performance, in 2013 and 2014, 
chemical/materials/processes energy startups received less 

Figure 2. U.S. battery and energy materials companies have underperformed venture expectations over the last ten years. The CB Insights venture capital 
database lists only 36 battery technology startups with 500k+ of investment founded since 2000. Of these, only 2 have returned the invested capital to 
investors.18 As a result, Cleantech investment in energy materials/chemical/processes has declined, representing <30% of Cleantech investment dollars in 
2014.19
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than 30% of the Cleantech investment dollars and represent 
only ∼30% of Cleantech companies receiving investment at all.19 
Given such discouraging outcomes, we look to characterize 
the status quo and provide some suggestions to improve invest-
ment returns in the future.

Traditional battery commercialization model
There are three main techniques for improving on current 

lithium-ion battery specifications. (i) Processing and design, 
or designing the end product to utilize the battery power most 
efficiently. Battery manufacturers have limited control over 
this, given existing infrastructure investments. (ii) Mechanical 
improvements, like packing more active material into a given 
battery specification. The runway on this approach has run out 
and is limited by safety standards. (iii) Chemistry/materials 
improvements, since battery manufacturers have the most room 
for improvement on the chemistry side, this is where they cur-
rently focus.

The lithium-ion battery supply chain structure informs 
which companies focus on battery commercialization. Figure 3 
shows a typical lithium-ion battery supply chain. Along the 
supply chain, cell component and cell assembly manufactur-
ers typically lead the battery chemistry R&D. Cell compo-
nent manufacturers, such as Johnson Matthey, can provide  
a new anode or cathode material with higher performance 
standards to the cell assembly manufacturers. Cell assembly 
manufacturers, such as Samsung SDI or LG Chem, also have 
internal R&D departments tasked with improving the materials 
and manufacturing processes. For example, Samsung SDI spent 
$500M+ on R&D in 2015, accounting for ∼7% of total sales.31

The current model, which is dominated by large companies, 
has benefits and drawbacks. On the upside, it has brought steady 
improvements in lithium-ion battery energy density and perfor-
mance while costs have fallen. However, these incremental 
improvements have not been sufficient to satisfy the more rapid 
growth in consumer demands for better battery performance.14

With entrenched science and manufacturing methods, 
innovation can fall by the wayside. A classic example is the 
manufacturing technique used to coat electrode materials: slot 
die coating. Slot die coating was previously used to make cas-
sette tapes. When Sony started to scale up the first lithium-ion 
battery production, they decided to use flat die coaters, because 
the manufacturing equipment was already available and 
underutilized as consumers turned to CDs over cassette tapes.32 
Slot die coating is not necessarily the optimal technique to coat 
electrode materials, yet it is still widely adopted by the battery 
industry due to switching costs: it is not financially attractive for 
large companies to change techniques, given their invested 
assets. A startup, by contrast, is much less tied to existing tech-
niques and can more economically provide the manufacturing 
foundation for larger performance improvements.32

The supply chain structure can also limit innovation. Since 
battery manufacturers generally do not have direct access to the 
end consumer, they cannot raise prices for a premium product. 
The battery manufacturers must sell to the OEMs. For the 
OEMs, the battery is only one component in a complex product, 
and price, reliability, and safety are the top concerns.

There are also financial challenges to large battery com-
pany innovation. As the industry sees more consolidation, 
such as the recent Dow and DuPont merger, the industry has 
valued the economic value of production scale more than 
innovation.33 Wall Street activism pushes for consistent 
quarterly earnings, which can result in sacrificed long-term 
innovation for short-term financial benefit, a pressure not 
felt by private startup companies. This Wall Street focus has 
hurt internal R&D budgets.33

Finally, the current model tends to benefit Asian manufac-
turers at the expense of U.S. competitiveness. Battery research 
breakthroughs made by U.S. universities and national labs tend 
to be absorbed and commercialized by the “Big Three” battery 
manufacturers in Asia (LG Chem, Seoul, South Korea; Samsung 
SDI, Yongin-si, Gyeonggi-do, South Korea; and Panasonic, 
Kadoma, Osaka, Japan). We believe that the United States 
should be better set up to commercialize new battery tech-
nologies via U.S. startups, and reap the economic and social 
benefits within the United States.

U.S. battery startup commercialization model
Many U.S. startup companies have attempted to commercialize 

new battery materials, yet few have succeeded. Some examples 
include A123, 24M, Ambri, Leyden Energy, Quantumscape, 
and Envia Systems. The clear majority have failed to bring new 
technology to market in a financially sustainable (i.e., profitable) 
way. While a case study could be built on each of these compa-
nies and its unique challenges, there are some commonalities 
across these companies within the traditional venture-backed 
commercialization model that they shared. A few key features 
are the followings:

 
 (i)  Finance primarily via venture capital
 (ii)  Focus go-to-market plan on attacking large-scale markets 

($1B+)

Figure 3. Typical lithium-ion battery supply chain. In the lithium-ion 
battery supply chain, cell components and cell assembly manufacturers 
typically pioneer the battery chemistry innovation.11,24–30 Images from 
Refs. 26–30.
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 (iii)  Seek to capture value alone (as opposed to with corporate 
partners)

 (iv)  Attempt to speed scientific progress via increased 
spending

 (v)  Raise large amounts of capital upfront ($50 + M)

Venture capital’s demands for 5–10x returns drive this 
approach. While this model may work for other industries such 
as software, we believe that there are several reasons why this 
model does not work for the battery industry. First, the multi-
ples that venture capital seeks are extraordinarily difficult to 
achieve in a low-margin, commoditized market.34 Second, it is 
exceedingly expensive to build up the manufacturing capabil-
ities and know-how to compete with large volume incum-
bents. Third, there are challenges with attempting to rapidly 
expedite R&D efforts with large amounts of capital. In the 
world of software companies with a functional business model, 
“money in” typically yields user growth and more “money out.” 
This principle does not apply to battery companies—more 
capital will not necessarily yield hastened scientific progress. 
For example, to improve cycle life in a given material, iteration 
cycles will be long because cycle life data requires months to 
collect, despite abundant capital. Greater capital does not 
necessarily speed cycle life improvements. Fourth, tales of 
battery technology companies raising $50–$100M without fully 
de-risking fundamental chemistry barriers are abundant.  
By the time the companies mature, they lack a viable exit 
pathway to grant investors and employees liquidity. Accord-
ingly, we believe the U.S. startup commercialization model 
should change.

Pharmaceutical commercialization model
The pharmaceutical startup commercialization model is 

well-developed, robust, and supports a large startup innovation 
ecosystem. Over $10B venture capital dollars were invested in 
the medical/health/life sciences space in just 2015, across 830 
deals.35 A variety of drivers lead the big pharmaceutical compa-
nies to support this innovation ecosystem. First, the high margins 
inherent in the pharma industry support a vibrant ecosystem. 
Once launched, new drugs can have gross margins of up to 
∼90%.36 Strict patent protection creates a built-in monopoly 
for novel drugs serving an unmet need/disease area, protecting 
these high margins. This creates demand for potential new drugs. 
Second, based on Wall Street pressures, big pharmaceutical 
companies have shrunk their internal R&D departments.17 
In-house R&D is often used for tweaks or new indication  
testing on existing products, as opposed to exploring funda-
mentally new drugs in new disease areas. Thus, access to 
startup-developed drugs (via acquisitions or partnerships) is 
key to maintaining the company’s growth and launching new 
products. Third, acquisitions allow big pharmaceutical com-
panies to obtain technology, diverse experience, and rele-
vant skills relatively cheaply, versus trying to build up those 
capabilities on their own.

Figure 4 shows pharma acquisition values by FDA phase 
between 2005 and 2012.17 Based on the large margins and 

potential profit values, the acquisition deal values are substantial: 
often, in the hundreds of millions. The FDA clinical develop-
ment phases serve as benchmarks for the company’s technical 
progress. Each clinical development phase requires meeting 
or exceeding increasingly complex clinical endpoints to continue 
in the process toward market approval. This system implies that 
a company has increasingly de-risked its technology, and its value 
often improves accordingly. It is important to note that all the 
acquisitions shown in the figure are pre-revenue and that acquisi-
tions occur at each stage along the R&D development pathway.

Within the pharmaceutical market, a robust ecosystem of 
mergers & acquisitions (M&A) activity has developed. Confer-
ences hold formal meet and greet events for startups and big 
pharmaceutical companies.37 Pharmaceutical companies mar-
ket their target partnering and acquisition areas via dedicated 
websites and business development brochures.17 Acquisitions 
and strategic investments are widespread enough to have 
developed a variety of complex deal terms.38 FDA-forced 
transparency in the marketplace further benefits the M&A 
ecosystem. The FDA now requires that clinical trial data be 
published publicly.39,40 This allows investors or potential 
acquirers to have broad access to relevant data. That access 
enables them to examine the most critical scientific data  
and ultimately further de-risk a potential investment. Many 
venture capital funds focus on life sciences/pharmaceutical 
investments, with scientific experts performing detailed  
diligence on candidate companies’ fundamental science.41 
Together, these industry characteristics make pharmaceutical 
an attractive industry for startup innovation.

Figure 4. Deal sizes of pharmaceutical startup acquisitions between 2005 
and 2012. Adapted by permission from Macmillan Publishers Ltd: Nature 
Biotechnology (17), copyright (2013).
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Applying lessons from the pharma model to battery 
innovation

In this section, we propose changes to the battery startup 
commercialization model based on the pharma innovation 
model. We will then address the potential pitfalls of the pro-
posed approach and arrive at final recommendations.

Proposals for entrepreneurs

R&D strategy

Inspired by the pharmaceutical model, we recommend that 
entrepreneurs focus on customer-led performance metrics as 
early as possible. A frequent mistake in battery startups is to 
confuse academic figures of merit for industry-set figures of 
merit. For example, academic research tends to focus on initial 
figures of merit (such as energy density), novelty, or mechanism 
rather than accelerated testing or commercial compatibility. By 
contrast, industry requires high energy density concurrent with 
long cycle life, high electrode loading, and other factors. At the 
minimum, sending samples to customers to receive early test-
ing and feedback is highly advantageous and helps ensure that 
startup R&D efforts are working against a market-driven goal. 
Joint development agreements can also help ensure that entre-
preneurs focus on the appropriate industry metrics. In the 
pharmaceutical industry, joint development agreements are 
common, complementing the startup’s technology with large 
company resources and ensuring industry validation. For better 
chances of success, we recommend battery startups look for 
corporate partnerships and joint development agreements to 
leverage the resources and market know-how of large company 
partners. There are a few early examples of U.S. startups lever-
aging large company resources; XG Sciences has a partnership 
with Samsung SDI to develop anode materials,42 while 24M and 
NEC have partnered to commercialize grid-scale storage systems. 
As part of the agreement, NEC is testing 24M products. This 
provides crucial industry validation, which raises 24M’s credi-
bility with customers and potential acquirers.43

Fundraising

Due to misalignment between venture capital expectations and 
battery market realities, we recommend entrepreneurs look for 
nontraditional sources of capital. This could include govern-
ment grants (ARPA-E research grants, SBIR grants), corporate 
partnership research dollars, or philanthropic capital. Venture 
capital may be sought, but entrepreneurs should recognize that 
venture capital expectations may not be well aligned with the 
battery market’s realities.

Successful entrepreneurs are realistic about exit opportunities 
and fundraise strategically to make exits meaningful. In the phar-
maceutical industry, acquisitions happen all along the commer-
cialization chain, with more developed drugs receiving higher 
acquisition values. There are similar opportunities in the battery 
space: a battery startup does not need to hit full manufacturing 
production to be valuable. However, exits in the battery space tend 
to fall into two categories: IP-driven exits that are less than $10M 

and manufacturing/asset-driven exits that are greater than $50M. 
In the past, these exits have not been particularly lucrative. Many 
IP-focused companies will raise over $20M, overcapitalizing 
potential exits (e.g., Leyden Energy). To be prudent, entrepre-
neurs should take on modest amounts of capital and apply it very 
strategically to the most critical, market-driven R&D, and sales 
efforts. In the pharmaceutical industry, entrepreneurs generally 
fundraise according to their FDA phase of development. Similarly, 
battery entrepreneurs should recognize their end goal—if they do 
not plan to go into large-scale manufacturing, then capitali-
zation must remain modest (<$20M) if they are to generate 
incremental value from technology sale or licensing. We rec-
ognize that building complex battery technology requires sig-
nificant effort and funding, so the challenge for entrepreneurs 
will be attracting nondilutive sources of funding to keep the 
capital profile of the company attractive for potential licensors, 
partners, and buyers.

Application selection

We recommend that battery entrepreneurs attack higher mar-
gin, niche applications first. Such beachhead or small target mar-
kets are critical to gathering customer revenue and feedback 
faster for new battery technologies. The biggest emerging battery 
markets, such as automotive EVs, have prohibitively long time-
lines to success. Even after hitting full battery production scale 
(10+ year process), there is a 7–10 year process of becoming a new 
technology supplier in the auto industry.13 These timelines will 
kill any startup looking for revenue. Accordingly, we recommend 
that new battery startups look for initial niche applications that 
take advantage of unique performance capabilities of their tech-
nology. This will bring in revenue sooner and help prove out the 
technology. One good example of this strategy is the Canadian 
battery startup Corvus Energy. Corvus Energy focuses on large- 
format batteries for marine applications and has shown strong 
revenue growth over the past five years.44 Another example lies  
in A123, which successfully commercialized new cathode 
materials for the power tool market within seven years of 
leaving the academic lab benchtop. A123 also proves an 
informative example in the converse case, as management 
decided to immediately move on to the automotive market 
without a middle-term market, and plunged into bankruptcy 
when demand for EVs slowed and their batteries were part of 
a recall.45,46 We believe attacking a beachhead market first 
and growing conservatively increases a startup’s chances of 
building a profitable business.

Proposals for venture capital investors

We recommend that venture capitalists approach the bat-
tery industry with caution. We recommend developing scien-
tific benches of industry and academic researchers, similar 
to pharmaceutical investors, to vet the science of prospective 
companies. Venture capital funds should also incorporate 
long time horizons into investment models to more realistically 
price battery startup companies.

We believe that interested investors will benefit from using 
common metrics to evaluate new battery companies. To provide 
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a preliminary framework for evaluating early stage battery 
companies, we propose the benchmarks in Fig. 5. These metrics 
can help benchmark a new company’s progress and valuation.

Proposals for component and cell assembly manufacturers

It is in large battery manufacturing companies’ interest to 
foster a healthier startup ecosystem. This allows for more R&D 
ideas to be vetted and tested outside of corporate R&D. With 
that in mind, we recommend that large companies leverage 
joint development agreements and startup partnerships more 
widely. This allows large companies to gain a window into 
cutting-edge research with relatively low risk. It also helps build 
the pipeline for future performance improvements by tapping 
into startups’ R&D potential; these performance improvements 
are critical in such a competitive industry.

As seen in the pharmaceutical industry, transparency (e.g., via 
publishing trial data and setting endpoint requirements) can help 
the innovation ecosystem work more efficiently to both large and 
small companies’ benefit. To help the startup ecosystem be more 
efficient and targeted toward manufacturers’ R&D goals, battery 
manufacturers should widely release their key performance 
testing metrics. Battery companies should also present grand 
technical challenges for innovators, both in university and 
startup settings. Together, these initiatives would allow current 

academic and startup R&D efforts be more efficiently focused 
toward solving today’s critical battery challenges.

Proposals for OEMs

Building off our proposals for battery manufacturers, we rec-
ommend that OEMs also support commercialization joint 
development agreements and partnerships. OEM products, 
particularly battery-dependent products such as EVs, will be 
limited if battery innovation falters. However, battery innova-
tion is not always a supply chain focus. Joint development 
agreements that bring together the innovative startup, battery 
manufacturer, and OEM will be most successful at commercial-
izing new battery technologies to full market adoption. Policy 
makers can help foster these partnerships via consortia that 
bring together the relevant stakeholders, such as the U.S. 
Advanced Battery Consortium (USABC).

Proposals for policy makers

Given the social good brought about by improved battery 
performance but current market shortcomings, we believe the 
battery startup ecosystem is a prime target for intelligent gov-
ernment support. We have segmented out the potential policy 
support by battery startup development milestone.

Figure 5. Proposed battery technology phases and metrics for investor evaluation of startup company progress.
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Benchtop to half-cell stage

The government should build additional support for early 
stage startup technical development due to the dearth of pri-
vate investment. This could take place as financial support, per-
haps via larger SBIR budgets with larger grants. It also could 
take the form of in-kind services, such as accelerator programs 
within national labs, to provide lab space, expertise and instru-
ments to allow new companies to build their technical know-
how. The DOE is currently piloting several programs of this 
kind, including Cyclotron Road and Chain Reaction Innovation.47 
We encourage these efforts.

Full cell stage

Downstream grants, such as applied research SBIR grants, 
would be most beneficial at this stage to accelerate market- 
targeted technical development. The new DOE Small Business 
Voucher Program is a good example of a policy initiative that 
can accelerate full cell battery testing and should be expanded. 
Additionally, prototyping centers across the country should be 
the target of new government funding mechanisms to support 
early-stage technologies. Examples of such centers include 
the Battery Innovation Center in Indiana and Polaris Battery 
Labs in Oregon. Such targeted government support can accel-
erate startups’ technical progress.

3rd party validated full cell

The government currently certifies battery results, at institu-
tions such as Crane or Argonne National Laboratory. Subsidized 
fees for startups and small companies would be an easy way for 
the government to help U.S. startups achieve certified research 
results. Government battery testing helps startups certify their 
performance data, de-risking their technology.

Industry-certified full cell

By this point, government support could be limited. We rec-
ommend that government support be focused during early stages 
of development to help de-risk the technology. As the startup is 
de-risked, private and strategic dollars should be easier to attract.

We hope that implementation of these ideas can aid startup 
success rates in the battery industry, resulting in more innova-
tive technical development.

Potential pitfalls

While we believe that these recommendations are sound, it 
is important to note the pitfalls of this analogical reasoning. 
The most important difference between the pharmaceutical 
and the battery markets are the differences in margins (∼90% 
compared to <5%). Big pharmaceutical companies’ continued 
success results in larger venture investment, more partnerships, 
and greater acquisition dollars for pharmaceutical startups as 
compared to battery startups. Pharmaceutical venture investment 
is currently ten times larger than energy materials/chemical/ 
processes investment.

Figure 6 shows the 2015 average operating margins, 
2015 R&D as a percent of revenue, and average time to early 

manufacturing/commercialization (not profitability) for the 
battery and pharmaceutical markets. The pharmaceutical 
industry’s high margins can lead to higher R&D budgets as a % 
of revenue and greater investment in the innovation ecosystem. 
However, the battery and pharmaceutical industry both experi-
ence long timelines to success driven by scientific challenges; it 
takes 12 years on average to move a new drug from discovery 
through final FDA approval and market launch.54 The pharma-
ceutical industry also experiences high clinical trial failure 
rates (less than 1% of phase one candidates make it to market) 
with higher risk consequences (drug complications, death).55 
Based on our analysis, it takes battery startups an average of 
8 years to achieve early commercialization/pilot manufactur-
ing. Other sources have estimated the timeline of integrating 
a new material into the battery market as between 10 and 20 
years.11 The key challenge of the battery industry, especially as 
compared to the pharmaceutical industry, lies in overcoming 
the large scientific barriers with lower economic rewards for 
success.

Recommendations in practice—SiNode Systems case study

SiNode Systems is an early-stage battery materials venture 
that recognizes the parallels between technology development 
in life and physical sciences. SiNode is commercializing a novel 
silicon anode technology based on research from Northwestern 
University, and the company has maintained a lean capital pro-
file (raising only a seed financing round) since incorporating in 
2013. SiNode has secured pilot customers in niche consumer 
electronics markets, and it has launched strategic partnerships 
with top-tier materials companies, battery manufacturers, and 
device OEMs. SiNode’s partnerships with multiple OEMs (both 
in short-term niche markets and longer-term markets such as 
automotive) have accelerated commercialization of the compa-
ny’s anode technology. By working directly with OEMs, SiNode 
has gained leverage over its supply chain and formed partner-
ships with battery manufacturers recommended by the OEMs. 
The OEM relationships have opened the door to new sources of 
funding and supply chain partnerships that have significantly 
reduced SiNode’s technical and scale-up risk. In addition, 
the company has received nondilutive funding from the U.S. 
Government’s SBIR program and other public sources, includ-
ing the USABC. The SiNode experience offers a case study in 
building value from strong technology partnerships, lean capi-
talization, and nondilutive funding.

Conclusions
Higher energy density and lower-cost lithium-ion batteries 

are critical to a carbon-neutral future. Yet, there are daunt-
ing technical and market hurdles to bringing the advanced 
materials required for better battery performance to market. 
As a result, despite the United States′ world-leading academic 
battery research, most battery commercialization over the last 
25 years has come from incremental advances implemented 
by large international battery companies. To address this U.S. 
battery commercialization gap, we examine the status quo of 
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battery commercialization. Interestingly, the pharmaceutical 
industry has many similar technical hurdles to the battery indus-
try but has a robust startup innovation ecosystem. We take 
inspiration from the pharma model’s successes to inform 
suggestions to improve the battery innovation ecosystem. 
We identify elements of the pharma model’s success that 
apply to the battery industry and provide tailored proposals 
to entrepreneurs, investors, large battery companies, and 
policy makers. Together, we hope that these ideas spur the 
battery ecosystem to more successfully commercialize trans-
formative battery technologies.
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